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THE PRESIDENT: This is an Jack Robert Gregory for leave to 
appeal concurrent sentences of six years T on 
him the Number of the Court on 1st October, 1996, on 
two counts him with the of controlled One 

5 of these counts related to 8.54 grams of heroin of 57% - 64% the 
other to 139 tablets of methadone. There were also two minor counts 
upon which short! concurrent sentences were pcls"ec,. 

Greoorv arrived in Jersey on the on 28th , 1996. 
10 He went tne 'Greenwood I Hotel where he had booked a room* 
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Polioe entered this room with a search warrant about 4.20 p.m. 
on 29th April. found Gregory out of the bathroom 
two oontainers whioh he had excreted. One oontained the herOin, 
the other the w2thadone~ 

At the Polioe Court Gregory was not with the two 
offences of but also with two offences of possession of the 
same He not to the latter 

but of the Crown 
abandoned the of with intent to Mr. 
Smith to us that this was done because it was well established 
that in cases of of oontrolled the purpose to which 
the s were to be put was not a "relevant consideration for 

not, in the Crown's 
with intent to 

the of it was 
worthwhile to pursue the of possession 

because the two types of offence would attract 
co~ensurate and concurrent sentences~ 

When to the oharoes, he did so 
that the were for his The 

Crown's view, on the other hand l was that were to be 
Gregory to someone else~ In support of view, the Crown obtained 

a report from Dr~ Robinson, who was the senior surgeon to 
the Greater Manchester Police and a lecturer in ie 
medioine at Manohester University. Dr. Roblnson stated in his 
that .he was instructed that Gregory inta'1dl'!d to stay in Jersey' for three 

, and his was that was that the drugs in his 
possession were far personal three 

40 Miss Martin to the Bailiff, the of the 
Superl,or Number and at the to exolude 
Dr. Robinson's report Both failed. Miss Martin's 

action was based on a contention that Dr~ Robinson had been 
instructed, because had never said he intended to stay 

45 in Jersey for three She also told us that it was 
before the of the N~"ber that she discovered 

that the Crown was still that the was for a 
commercial purpose, and she therefore had no to an 
AvnA.rt/s report herself~ She to us for leave of 

50 Dr~ Massima Riccio, who is a consultant senior 

55 

lecturer at the Academic of Cross and 
Westminster Medical SchoQl~ 
admitted Dr~ Riccio/S 
due course" 

Mr.. no obj action, we 
de bene esse, and we shall refer to it in 

When the Number sat to pass sentence, Mr. th 
that Gregory had 
them to others, 
and the 

the for the purpose of 
so that the ortation ccnstituted 

laid down this Court in the case of 



(1995) JLR 136 CofA should be 
applied. In support of this he relied upon Dr. Robinson's report. Miss 
Martin submitted that Gregory intended to use all the himself and 
there was no evidence that he was engaged in any commercial activity~ 

5 Gregory was man of 50, and had been addicted to heroin for 25 years~ 
He had come to Jersey. he said, in to remove himself to a new 
scene and there wean himself from his addiction. The heroin and the 
methadone were to be used by him in that process. He had been able to 
acquire them, he said, because before coming to Jersey he had received 

10. £667 in arrears of benefit from the Department of Social Security upon 
which he relied for his means of survival. After buying the ticket to 
Jersey and the drugs he was left with about £150 in cash which he 
brought to Jersey. He said he had made arrangements for a friend in 
London to send him more money if he needed it. 

15 
The quantities of the drugs, Miss Martin 

by the high level of toleranoe of these 
his long addiotion. 

submitted, were 
which Gregory had 

20 The Superior Number of the Royal Court did not accept this 
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suggestion. In passing sentence the Bailiff said: 

exp~an:ation of the defendant that he ect the 
for his 
an 
in A. G. 

personal use~ This was, .therefore, in our 
tation for commercial purposes and the 

-v- Campbell 

The Crown Advocate took a star t of nine yearsi' 
involved 

50. We 
sonment, to the amount of 

andr in general, we understand his reasons xor ac,~r.'~ 

have, however; anxious consideration to this question 
also and have taken note in of the submission of 
defence counsel that Gragory is a man who has been addicted to 
heroin for some 25 years. We consider that this is an unusual 
circumstance and We accept that a of the drugs "hich 
he were intended for his own use on that 
the commercial purpose associated with the tioa.was more 
limited than otherwise have been expected to be the case, 

to the ty of the drugs in 
the most sympathetic view of the circumstances 
which it is to take we consider that the te 
starting point in this case is one of seven years' 
inlpJri,so11ll1ler., t ... 

45 The Court reduced this period one year on account of the of 
guilty, and sentenced Gregory to concurrent sentences of six years on 
each of the counts of importation~ 

It is thus clear that the Court ected Gregory's claim that he 
50 the for his own use and sentenced him on the basis that 

he ed some of them for a commercial purpose. Miss Martin 
submitted in this court that this was wrong. In view of the 
contradictory contentions of the Crown and the defendant about the 
purpose of the importation, the Court should either have sentenced 

55 Gregory on the basis of his contention or have ordered a 'Newton' 
to decide which of the two contentions was to be 

Mr. Clyde~Smith submitted that the situation was one of those in 
which a 'Newton' hearing is unnecessary~ He referred to the three such 
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situations set out in paragraphs 5-44 - 5-46 of the 1995 edition of 
The second of these situations is that in which "the versiOL 

the defence can be described as false ox 
n,p~."uIUD1"" Mr. conceded that nei ther of these 

could be Gregory's version of his purpose~ 

He did. however, seek to the case within both the other 
situations. The first is that in which the difference between the two 
versions is immaterial to the sentence. Here Mr. Clyde-Smith relied on 

10 the case of (1988) 10 Cr.App.R. (S) 447 in the Court 
of That was a case of of 124 grams 
by the defendant to have been for his personal use. In 

of the Court, Sirnon Brown J. (as he then was) said, at p.449, 

15 " .•• this Court doe", not "ccept that it is of any re"l 
materiality to an offence of this nature whether the 

is intended ;for cinward supply or for use ff 
.. 

The third situation is that in which the matters the 
20 defendant do not amount to a contradiction of the case but 

25 

rather to extraneous the of the offence 
or other circ~~stances which may lessen the sentence~ Where the 
is submitted, a that the were 
far the Crown t s case as such ~ 

We pause here to consider what is involved in Mr. 's 
submission. We refer first to the ustice of the result. In terms of 
offence to the common 

mare serious than 
importation of 

for the 
for 5U.UO~V to others is 

This 
30 is true even when allowance is made for the 

for use :may find their way into the hands 
of 6thers. Nor 1s What we have said equivalent to saying that 

on for the" t s awn use is of no social or criminal 
s As has been out the Courts an 

35 ~ncrease in the volume in in a country is 
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:i tself an evil. , the two situations of for 
commercial 
levels 

ust 
should be 

for personal use"do stand on different 
of view of the vice 

that two acts so oi 
the SaIDe 

It seems 
in their results 

Second'ly, Mr. that the effect of his 
submission is 
to have 
contrary~ 

that a person is to be 
ted them to others unless he proves thE 

is to add to Article 77 of the 

In the present 
remembered that 

with 
former and not 

of 

there were 

words which it does not contain. 
a It will bE 

to f Gregory 
and 01 
tc th, 

thE to the latter. If the Crown had 
the Crown would have had to prove the intent t( 

If Mr Clyde-Smith is the charges 0: 

with intent 
and a 
intent unless he nr·cv·es 

to the Crown has 
in whioh is 

that he did not. 

escaped from this burde] 
to have had tha· 

What t then, is to be made of the case upon which Mr~ 
relied, The answer is to be found examination of wha 
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said. We the sentence the Court 
that judgment, but set it this time in its context: 

from 

- ... this Court does not accept that it is of any real 
materiality to an offence of this nature whether the 
;ulp"rcation is intended ror onward or for use", 
Of course i.f it is a relati small amount; for 
personal use... t is of great but :i ts relevance 
lies in its limited quantity~ The vice in the offence consists 
in the very fact of of the stack of the 
PJCo;uD~ted within our shores. There the risk 

here may be s there is the 
if it is a ty, tha t evan 

if the L-'''',IJ..Y been intent on as 
time passes he may become for whatever reason to 

or itJ'~ 

The Court did not say in that passage, without , that 
the purpose of the is irrelevant to the sentence on a charge 

On the contrary. said 

If ~ ~ .. l.f it is a 
use, that is of 

small. amount, 
relevance H '" 

for "erscon 

25 By the words 'of great relevance', the Court meant of great 
relevance to the nature of the offence~ That must ~nclude relevance to 
the sentence. 

For the purposes of' this case it then becomes to consider 
30 what was meant by the words' small amount'. This jud.gn,elot 

must be reached after the of all th~ cirC~~5tances of the 
case, the of the defendant. It is at 
this is to refer to Dr~ Riccio~s I 
refer to two paragraphs in the section of his report headed 

35 'ConclusionsF~ 

"Hr., GregoryJ's drug goes back over years for 
in general and to over twen vs years for heroin in 

This means that he a tolerance 
40 to which means that only can he tolerate 

amounts of the at anyone time, but he needs amounts 
in order to the desired effect. In addi tion it is 

to between inhalation of the 
smoking its the and the intravenous 

45 route", .when heroln there is more wastage and therefore 
a amount of is needed to obtain the same effect .. 
Mr~ has it as he has 
never tolerance of tes 
1s in with his statement that his average uSe was 

50 in the of one gram but that he could tolerate !Jp to two 

55 

grams a I have seen patients in excess 
of two grams of heroin a With ilr. tolerance I 
would suspect that doses around 70-90 milligrams of methadone 
may be needed to avoid en cal wichdrawal 

once heroin 

The quantities of found in Gregory's possession 
than trivial, but could fairly be described as 

under 10 grams of heroin and 139 tablets of methadone. 

were more 
small -

When this 
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quant is considered beside the personal circumstances of the 
defendant described Dr. Riccio in the passage which I have read it is 
in our clear that this was a case of importation of 
small amounts of the two druqs~ 

Once the case of kLQl&l& has been understood the basis of 
Mr~ IS argument in relation to the of a 'Newton' 

is removed. It is to say that the difference 
between the two versions was i~~terial to sentence when the amount of 

10 the was an amount which was actual stated in to be of 
relevance. Nor is it to say that the version 

the defence was one which amounted to extraneous to the 
of the offence. On the contrary, it is perhaps accurate tc 

describe it as but it is mitigation from the very 
15 nature of the offence itself. 

20 

25 

In these circumstances the Number sho'uld either have 
ordered a 'Newt6n i' or sentence on the basis of Gregory's 
version of the purpose of his importation~ In fact there was no 
'Newtoni' and sentence was not on Gregcryfs version, but 
on a modification of the Crownfs version. The sentence was therefore 
passed on a wrong version and must be set aside~ Eefore we consider the 
consequences of this it may be useful to make some observations 
on the of cases of this kind. 

In a case of 
ted for the purpose of 

defendant's own user the 

the Crown contends -that the drugs were 
and were for the 

of whether there should be a -_'Newton' 
must be considered and considered on the which we 

30 have set out in this 

Mr~ submitted that this was going to the Crown in 
great difficulty because the intention with which the were 

is within the of the defendant and 
35 it would be very difficult, if not , for the Crown tc prove 

We not accept this It is from the passage 
have cited from the judgment in that the quantity of 

the drug ed is a critical consideration. If. in all the 
circumstances of the I it is a small a~aunt that may show 

40 that the intention of tbe defendant was to it to his own 
use~ Once the amount gees a relat s~al1 amount as it 
increases so it becomes of an intent to put the 

to commercial use and it difficult to 
the defendanti's version as in any way This evidence derived 

45 from the quant of the drug is ective evidence not in any way 
on the defendantfs own account of what he intended~ 

We should add that even if any of the kind did 
exist. the proper for it would 1 ion and not by 

50 into the statute words which are not there. 

we come to the ~Jestion of what sentence should be 
in substitution for that which bas to be set aside. Once it is 
established and accepted that sentence has to be sed on the basis 

55 that the was not for a commercial purpose the in 
are not icable~ That case deals with cases of 

on a commercial basis. This is clear from the 
passage in the 
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"The Atto.rney General submitted that that had now come and 
that the set out in Clarkin and Pockett should be 

basis .. 

sentences for those involved in for 
and Su:pJ;'.k~png of Class A on El commercial 

We have no doubt that the courts should indeed their part 

JipP. 
the 
which 
are 
agree 
its 

the evil of traffi which has the 
havoc in the lives of individual abusers and 

·families. Lord Lane C. J. in R. -v Aramah (1982) 4 Cr. 
R. 407 in the context of Class A to 

and and not the death 
to addict" ~ which 

the abuse of are young lives. We 
that circumstances have since this issued 

delines in Clarkin and Pockett in 1991. Tbe courts 
" solution to tl,e but 

can their which marks 
the gravi of the crime. We desire therefore to make 
absolu clear what is the of the courts in this 
jurisdiction in relation to the sent of offenders who 

or deal in on a commercial basis~ That pol is 
that offenders will receive condign t to mark the 

heinous and antisocial nature of the crime of 

CLASS A DRUGS 

the 
Clarkin and 

laid down 
pruper 

a starting j,R."~" c 

this 
is 

which 
is 
established the s 
whether there are 

of the offence. Having 
the Court should consider 

and should then make 
any such factors before 

at its sentence~ 
where a defendant 

A SUbstantial allowance may be 
identified his 

otherwise ded information which is of 
assistance to the authorities. 

In the passage from the j in Clarkin and Pockett which 
we have cited this Court laid down a band of 

ts between six and nine years' t.. A 
point of nine years' t was considered to be 

te for an offender whose involvement in 
was akin to that of Fogg. Fogg had been arrested in 
of 1,000 units of LSD. He had arrived in the Island a 
short time before his arrest. Within a few hours he had 
received this quanti of LSD and had set about 
it. He was also sentenced at tbe same time for other offences 
invol the and s af cannabis. He was a 
mature man with conviction for a offence. 

te for a case of 
of that nature would now be one of twelve 

years' t. If the involvement of a defendant 
is less than that of the ate 

will be lower. If the involvement of a defendant 
trafficking is greater than that of Fogg tbe 

t will be Much will upon 
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the amount and value of the the nature and 
scale of the and r of course .. any other :factors S'IOI"~J"g 

to which the defendant was concerned in 
We propose also to vary the lowest t of the 

hand established in Clarkin and we state 
that it is seldom that the t for any offence of 

in a Class A drug on a commercial basis can be less 
than a term or seven years* We have the term 

In the past, some distinctions may 
have been drawn between offences the of 
Class A drugs offences invol 

with intent to In our 
justification for any such distinction. The 
we have set out ahove apply to any offence invol 
trafttcktn,g of Class A on a basis" .. 

is no 
which 

the 

In the earlier part of that reference to I of 
that nature' is a reference to traffi of the kind which was 
established in the earlier case of which was a case of 

20 commercial Not so, but the Court says on two 

25 

occasions later in the. that they are dealing with 
on a commercial basis. 

that 
commercial basis~ 

It was 

Mr. 
with cases of 

Miss Martin that fa! 
we in the case of 

on a 

995) Jersey We do not think that can be 
derived from that oaSe either. The reason for that that it was 

.30 indeed a case in which the defendant contended that he had 
for his own use but the Court (and I their on p.3 

of the j had every doubt that these were for use 
It therefore appears that was a case in which the Cou·rt 

the version of the defendant as and that meant that 
35 the case did not call for a 'Newton' it also means that it can 

no as to proper point in the present 'case~ 

We think that we have to determine the without any 
from earlier ail In order to do 50 we bear in mind in 

40 icular the nature of the offence~ This was an , Or it 

45 

50 

has for the purpose of this sentence to be 
for use only~ At the same time it was an 
than a trivial amount of heroin and methadone. It was 
defendant who had with him only a small sum of money and could 

suggestion of some unidentified in London who mlUJJcC send 
case in him more. In these circumstances this, in Our 

however blameless the intention with which 
to Jersey; there was a real 

on to the market. 

We then compare this case with the 
in which the lowest starting for 
commercial basis is said to be seven 

in the case 

commercial case ide this case. not a case of commercial 
55 ion, and in mind the features of this case to which we 

have referred. we think that the proper for a 
sentence here is six years. This must be reduced on account of the 
defendant's of However. we do not consider that the full 
remission of one-third can here be allowed~ The defendant was 
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in flagrante deliato. He was left with no ical 
alternative to and he gave no of any value 
to the thereafter. We therefore think that the proper reduction 
On account of the plea of is one year~ 

Of the other matters which were upon us Miss Martin, we 
think that some weight must be attached to the remorse now 
the defendant; to his desire at last to seek and in 
his addiction; to the of such a process for a man who has 

10 been addicted for years, and to the effect of his leg ury 
in his earlier to wean himself off the drug. 
all these matters in mind we think it fair to allow a further reduction 
of one year. 

15 Our conclusion therefore is that the must be 
the argument which we have heard as the of the 

we allow the appeal, set aside the sentence by the 
Number and substitute on each of these counts concurrent sentences of 
four years~ imprisonrnent~ 
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